Ultrasonic pulse velocity technique is one of the most popular non-destructive techniques used in the assessment of concrete properties. However, it is very difficult to accurately evaluate the concrete compressive strength with this method since the ultrasonic pulse velocity values are affected by a number of factors, which do not necessarily influence the concrete compressive strength in the same way or to the same extent. This paper deals with the analysis of such factors on the velocity-strength relationship. The relationship between ultrasonic pulse velocity, static and dynamic Young's modulus and shear modulus was also analyzed. The influence of aggregate, initial concrete temperature, type of cement, environmental temperature, and w/c ratio was determined by our own experiments. Based on the experimental results, a numerical model was established within the Matlab programming environment. The multi-layer feed-forward neural network was used for this purpose. The paper demonstrates that artificial neural networks can be successfully used in modelling the velocity-strength relationship. This model enables us to easily and reliably estimate the compressive strength of concrete by using only the ultrasonic pulse velocity value and some mix parameters of concrete.
Introduction
Numerous attempts to use ultrasonic pulse velocity V p [km/s] as a measure of the compressive strength of concrete S [MPa] has been made, due to the obvious advantages of non-destructive testing methods. The evaluation of concrete compressive strength is usually based on empirical relations between strength and non-destructive parameters. Manufacturers usually give such relationships for their own testing systems, which are not suitable for every kind of concrete. Therefore, they need to be calibrated for different mixtures. The conventional approach to derive such mathematical relationships by means of regression analysis has not been very successful [1] . Numerous data and the correlation relationships between strength and V p of concrete have been proposed and presented. The most popular such formula is
where a and b are empirical parameters determined by the least squares method. Table 1 presents some relationships between concrete compressive strength S and the ultrasonic pulse velocity of longitudinal waves V p , together with the coefficients of determination R 2 . Table 1 It can be seen from Table 1 , that the coefficients of determination are low because the concrete composition was not taken into account. It is known that many factors that influence concrete strength also influence pulse velocity, though not necessarily in the same way or to the same extent [1] . The presence of aggregate affects the relationship between pulse velocity and the compressive strength of concrete. At the same strength level, concrete with the highest aggregate content will probably have the highest pulse velocity [6] . Cement type influences pulse velocity and on the other hand, it influences the compressive strength of concrete, too. It was found that a higher water content affects the propagation velocity approximately in proportion to the change of the water content in concrete [7] . The results of experiments, performed by Bernardo [8] , also show that a higher water content leads to a higher pulse velocity through concrete. It was also found that a higher water content leads to a lower compressive strength of concrete [9] . Such dissimilarities create ambiguity in the interpretation of the ultrasonic results. The age of concrete is also an important factor. The pulse velocity after one day is about 3.8 km/s and after three years it is about 5.2 km/s. That is, the velocity increases by about 40% after three years. The increase in the compressive strength during the same period is much higher, more than 500% [1] .
The first objective of this study was to identify the effect of concrete mix parameters, including the aggregate gradation, type of aggregate, type of cement, and water-cement ratio, on the relationship between ultrasonic pulse velocity, V p , and compressive strength, S, static, Es, and dynamic, Ed, Young's modulus and shear modulus, G, of young concrete. Within this study, secant static Young's modulus were used. The influence of the concrete's initial temperature, T init , and environmental temperature, T env , on these relationships was also studied.
The second objective of this study was to establish a numerical model to evaluate the concrete compressive strength, static Young's modulus, dynamic Young's modulus, and shear modulus, as a function of the ultrasonic pulse velocity in concrete and some basic characteristics of concrete mix. The multi-layer feed-forward neural network was used for this purpose.
Experimental program
To achieve the objectives of this study, a portable ultrasonic tester "Controls, Mod. 58-E0046", was used to evaluate ultrasound wave velocity into concrete specimens. The transducers used were 50 mm in diameter, and had maximum resonant frequencies of 54kHz.
Resonant frequency method, described in [10] , was adopted to determine the dynamic Young's modulus and shear modulus of concrete. Three types of aggregates were used within this study. The first type of aggregate was limestone crushed aggregate, the second was limestone aggregate with rounded grains and the third type was crushed quarcit carbonate aggregate. Some properties of used aggregate, as measured in our laboratory, are summarized in Table 2 , while the aggregate gradations are shown in Fig. 1 . In order to check the influence of cement type, four types of cements were used, namely CEM II/A-S, 42.5R, CEM I, 52.5R, CEM I, 42.5N and CEM I, 42.5N SR. Table 2 Several experiments were performed at the IGMAT d.d., Building Materials Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Experimental work was, at the first stage, divided into two parts. Table 3 ).
Part 1: Influence of the aggregate on the V p -S relationship
Initial temperature of all concrete mixtures from this part was 22°C. Table 4 presents the differences between reference mixture REF and other mixtures from this part. Table 3   Table 4 The aggregate gradations are shown in Fig. 1 The focus of part 2 was to capture the influence of the initial concrete temperature, environmental temperature, type of cement, and w/c ratio on the V p -S relationship. Nine concrete mixtures were prepared for this purpose. Table 5 shows the differences between reference mixture and other mixtures from this part. The aggregate gradation and type of aggregate were the same for all mixtures from part 2. Table 5 Ten cubic specimens (15 cm) and three prismatic specimens (10/10/40 cm) were made for each mixture in order to obtain S (cubic specimens) and Es, Ed and G values (prismatic specimens). Immediately after mixing, the specimens were covered with plastic bags to prevent excessive water evaporation.
Measurements were performed according to the valid standards. The specimens were stored at a temperature of 20±2°C (part 1) and a relative humidity of ≥ 65%. Concrete specimens were tested in the laboratory for V p , S, Es, Ed and G after 1, 2, 3 and 7 days. The direct transmission technique was used to determine the V p in concrete, because this arrangement was considered to be the most satisfactory and reliable method, since the longitudinal pulses leaving the transmitter are propagated in the direction normal to the transducer face. The maximum energy of the pulse is transmitted and received using this arrangement. In order to ensure uniform and constant pressure between transducers and concrete surfaces, the transducers were pressed by hand to apply about 10 N of constant force. Petroleum jelly was used as a couplant between the transducer and concrete surface in order to ensure full contact and to eliminate the air pocket between the transducers and the test medium. Repeated readings at a particular location were taken and a minimum value of transit time was taken as the experimental result. Coefficient of correlation between actual compressive strengths S and compressive strengths S RM , determined by proposed regression model was R 2 = 0.6444. σ value was found to be 7.2609 MPa and was determined according to formula
Experimental results

All data
where n is the number of all data and i ε is the difference, determined according to the formula
The reason for this low V p -S relationship is that the concrete mixing parameters were not taken into account. As expected, the relationships between V p and E stat , E dyn and G were found to be more accurate, which can be seen from Fig. 3 . The variances were found to be much
lower in the case of Es, Ed and G. Table 6 .
It can be seen from Fig. 2 , Fig. 3 , and Table 6 , that Es, Ed and G values can be reliably modelled by a function of V p only, whereas S depends on some other parameters. The correlation coefficient between S and S RM was R 2 = 0.5132 and σ value was 6.5187 MPa (see Table 7 ). That means that the aggregate affected the V p -S relationship to a high degree.
Part 1: Influence of the aggregate on the V p -S relationship
Therefore, the influence of the aggregate on the V p -S relationship had to be studied in detail. Table 7 . The correlation coefficients between S and S RM for groups GAA1, GAA2 and GAA3 are quite high and are shown in Table 7 . Of course, both S and V p values were higher in the case of lower w/c ratio. The increase in V p with the increase of aggregate content can be also observed from Eq. 6 [11] . If the concrete is considered as a two-phase medium consisting of a cement paste phase and an aggregate phase, the V p of concrete can be calculated as (6) where V cem and V agg are the volume percentages of cement paste and aggregate in the concrete, respectively and v p and v agg are the longitudinal ultrasonic velocities in cement paste and aggregate, respectively. Berriman et al. established a strong positive linear correlation between aggregate content and speed of sound [12] . Table 2 ). Even though mixtures with highest (TA2/2) and lowest (TA2/3) aggregate content have the highest and the lowest pulse velocity at the same strength level also for this type of aggregate, this difference was not as significant as in the case of limestone aggregate. The influence of aggregate type on the V p -S relationship can be also seen from Table 7 , where the correlation coefficients between S and S RM for groups GTA1 (mixtures REF and TA2/1 together), GTA2 (AA054/2, TA2/2) and GTA3 (AA054/3, TA2/3) are shown. Relatively low values of R 2 confirm this hypothesis. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between compressive strength S and corresponding V p for all concrete specimens from part 2. The best fit-curve representing this relationship is given by (7) and the R 2 and σ values are 0.9523 and 3.6900 MPa, respectively (see Table 7 ). The proposed regression model described the relationship between V p and S quite well in this case, so it can be concluded, that the influences of T ini , T env , type of cement, and w/c ratio on the V p -S relationship within this range of values were not very important. As expected, both S and V p values were the highest and the lowest in the case when cement CEM I, 52.5R and CEM I, 42.5 N SR were used, respectively. The fact that cement type does not appear to have a significant effect on V p -S relationship can be also seen from Table 7 , where relatively high value of correlation coefficient between S and S RM for all mixtures with different cement type together (group GTC) can be found. [17, 18] presented a neural network approach to determine concrete compressive strength, based on several non-destructive tests. It has been repeatedly pointed out that the determination of concrete compressive strength would be more accurate, and thus more reliable, if it was based on several parameters determined by different non-destructive techniques. The use of V p alone seemed to be over-optimistic. Kewalramani [19] reported an ANN model to predict the compressive strength of concrete using ultrasonic pulse velocity alone, based on weight and V p for two different concrete mixtures.
Part 2: Influence of the T init , T env , cement type, and w/c ratio on the V p -S relationship
In this study, an ANN approach for prediction of the compressive strength of arbitrary young concrete is presented, based on the concrete mix parameters and V p .
Artificial neural networks
ANNs are algorithms simulating the functioning of biological neurons. The motivation for the development of neural network technology stemmed from the desire to develop an artificial system that could perform intelligent tasks similar to those performed by the natural brain.
ANNs represent simplified methods of a human brain and may be used to solve problems that conventional methods with traditional computations find difficult to solve.
The ANN is a network of simple units (neurons) which operate locally. A typical multi-layer feed-forward neural network, which was used in this study, has three or more layers: the input layer, one or more hidden layers, and the output layer.
The set of input and output values is termed an input-output pair. All such pairs are often divided into two sets. The first one is termed as the learning (training) set which is used to determine the connection weights and thresholds. When the learning procedure ends, meaning that the neural networks perform adequately for all input-output pairs in the learning set, the neural network is assessed on the testing set of data. Detailed description of the theoretical background of ANNs is presented elsewhere [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
ANN-based prediction numerical model
The results of the experimental work, described in previous sections, showed that the initial temperature of fresh concrete, the environmental temperature, type of cement and the w/c ratio, had no significant effect on the V p -S relationship within presented ranges of values and that the Es, Ed and G values can be reliably and accurately modelled by a function of V p only. Therefore, the input layer of proposed ANN was modelled with five input neurons corresponding to the amount of aggregate (AA), nominal maximum aggregate size (MNS), aggregate type (TA), shape of aggregate (SA), and V p , whereas the output layer was represented by one output neuron corresponding to the compressive strength S. Different sizes of learning and testing sets were tried; however, the results did not differ considerably. Finally, 70% of randomly selected pairs were used for learning and the remaining 30% were used as testing pairs. Some specimens, which were not included in learning set, were tested with proposed neural network model. These were specimens from mixtures AA040/2, AA040/3, AA065/2 and AA065/3. 36 additional cubic specimens were also prepared in order to validate proposed neural network model. Characteristics of these extra specimens are shown in Table 8 : Table 8 .
These specimens were tested for V p and S after randomly chosen days (max. 7 days). 
Results and discussion
The efficiency of proposed numerical model can be seen from Fig. 9 . Fig 9a shows the relationship between actual compressive strength S and compressive strength S RM , determined from nonlinear regression model (2) for all concrete specimens, including additionally prepared concrete specimens (see Table 8 ). The coefficient of correlation was R 2 = 0.62 in this case, which is in good agreement with the coefficients of correlation, proposed by other researchers (see Table 1 ). Fig 9b shows The efficiency of the proposed model is even more clearly observed from Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d, where the results of concrete specimens from part 1 only are shown, including additionally prepared concrete specimens, where the influence of the important factors data, established in this study, were taken into account. The difference between R 2 values between S -S RM and S -S ANN is even greater in this case. additionally prepared concrete specimens only (see Table 8 ), which were not used in ANN learning procedure. The significant difference between R 2 values between S -S RM and S -S ANN can be clearly observed.
Therefore, this result clearly indicates, that over-fitting hasn't occurred during the learning procedure, since the correlation is relatively high (R 2 = 0.80) also in the case of new data which was not used in training. 
Conclusions
Numerous attempts to use ultrasonic pulse velocity as a measure of compressive strength of concrete has been made on the basis of conventional computational techniques like multiple regression analysis. Most of these studies did not consider, or failed to evaluate the effect of concrete mix parameters on the ultrasonic pulse velocity -compressive strength relationship.
The present work utilizes artificial neural network to predict compressive strength of young concrete based on ultrasonic pulse velocity and some concrete mix parameters. The influence of the amount of aggregate, nominal maximum aggregate size, type of aggregate, shape of aggregate, type of cement, initial concrete temperature, environmental temperature, and w/c ratio on the strength -velocity relationship, was studied, based on our own experiments. It was shown that the influence of aggregate is very important and cannot be neglected for accurate prediction of compressive strength of concrete based on ultrasonic pulse velocity. AA054/2  2131  ----AA054/3 1500
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